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Abstract
In this paper, spacetime blockcoded transmission over frequencyselective fading channels is investigated.
A lower bound for the pairwise error probability for optimum detection is given. Also an approximation for the
bit error rate is derived and compared with simulation results for maximumlikelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE) for the GSM/EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution) system. Furthermore, a novel design
rule for spacetime block codes (STBC's) for frequencyselective fading channels is provided. A corresponding
code is designed and shown to yield higher performance than Alamouti's code. It is demonstrated that for

L independent impulse response coecients, STBC's designed for the at fading channel
(NT + L 1)NR if NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas are
On the other hand, the maximum diversity order employing the proposed code design rule is LNT NR .

fading channels with

can achieve at most a diversity order of
used.

1 Introduction

sity order of

NT  NR can be achieved, if NT transmit
NR receive antennas are used.

antennas and
Recently, it has been shown that spacetime codes
can signicantly improve the achievable performance
for transmission over

at

fading channels [1, 2, 3]. In

It is well known that the

matched lter bound

(MFB) is a simple but very useful tool to analyze
the performance limits for transmission over fading

general, it is distinguished between spacetime trel-

ISI channels [6, 7].

lis codes (STTC's) [2] and spacetime block codes

lated to the MFB, i.e., we consider the transmission

(STBC's) [3].

Our performance analysis is re-

Although most results in this paper

of a single STBC word and evaluate the corresponding

may also be applied to STTC's, we concentrate on

pairwise error probability (PEP) and the bit error rate

STBC's.

(BER) for maximumlikelihood detection. However,

Unfortunately,

channels

for practical reasons we do not employ the optimum

Since existing STBC's

matrix matched lter (MF) as receive lter but iden-

are designed for channels without intersymbol inter-

tical xed squareroot Nyquist (SRN) lters for each

ference (ISI), it is not obvious how they perform in

receive branch, respectively.

are usually

wireless

communication

frequencyselective.

frequencyselective channels which suer from ISI.
The performance of spacetime codes in unequalized multipath fading has been investigated in [4].

2 Preliminaries

Furthermore, an analysis for multipath fading and
maximumlikelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) is
given in [5]. The results in [4] and [5] show that multipath fading does not decrease the diversity order of
spacetime codes designed for at fading, i.e., a diver-

2.1

Notation

X
()

Bold upper case (

()T , ()H ,

and

x
det() rank()

) and lower case ( ) letters denote

matrices and vectors, respectively.

,

,

refer to the determinant of a

matrix, the rank of a matrix, transposition, Hermi-

white. Transmit and receive lters are normalized to

tian transposition, and complex conjugation, respec-

guarantee a noise variance

4 Efjn [k]j2 g = N =T
2 =

0
PNT PNR PL n1
Efjh [l]j2 g = N N ,

diagfx1; x2 ; : : : ; xM g is a diagonal matrix and Eh = =1 =1 l=0

R T
x1 , x2 , : : :, xM , whereas where N0 denotes the singlesided power spectral denI M , 0M N , and 0M 1 = 0M are the M  M identity sity of the underlying continuoustime noise process.
matrix, the M  N allzero matrix, and the allzero
column vector of length M , respectively. Prfg, Efg,
4 p 1, <fg, jj  jj, and denote the probability of 3 Performance Analysis
j=
tively.

with main diagonal elements

the event in brackets, expectation, the imaginary unit,
the real part of a complex number, the

L2norm of a

vector, and the Kronecker product, respectively. Finally,

ÆK [] and ÆD () are the Kronecker and the Dirac

delta functions, respectively. Throughout this paper,
all signals are represented by their complexbaseband

Similar to the classical MFB (e.g. [6, 7]), we consider
in the following the transmission of a single (matrix)
symbol. The resulting PEP constitutes a lower bound
for realizable receivers (employing the same transmit
and receive lters).

equivalents.

3.1
2.2

Transmission Model

Before the PEP can be analyzed, the optimum de-

We consider a transmission scheme using
antennas and

NR receive antennas.

Optimum Detector

NT

transmit

In this paper, we

focus on the transmission of a single

NT

 N STBC

C

tection rule for the transmitted matrix
be derived.

has to

From Eq. (1) it can be observed that

only the samples

r [k],

C

1

k

 N + L 1,

de-

C , whose element ck is transmitted at time k,
we may restrict our attention to the vector
1  k  N , from antenna  , 1    NT . Thereby, C timality,
4
N
r = [r [1] r [2] : : : r [N + L 1]]T , 1    NR.
is taken from a set C of 2 b dierent code matrices. Nb
information bits are mapped to the elements of C and Regarding Eq. (1), r  can be expressed as [8]
if we want to refer to a particular element of the set,
r = C 0mh + n:
(2)
we use a subscript , 1 
 2Nb (C 2 C ). In order
matrix

to make the transmitted energy independent from the

PNT PN

number of transmit antennas

NT ,

the normalization

2 g = N  Ec is adopted.
After T spaced sampling (T denotes the symbol duration) the received signal at antenna  can be written
 =1

k=1 Efjck j

as [8]

r [k] =

NT LX1
X
 =1 l=0

pend on elements of

.

Hence, without loss of op-

h =4 [(h11)T (h21 )T : : :
(hNNT  )T ]T hk =4 [0Tk 1 hT 0TN k ]T h =4
[h [0] : : : h [L 1]]T C 0m =4 [C 11 C 12 : : : C NT N ]
C kT =4 ck  I N +L 1 n =4 [n[1] : : : n[N + L
1]]
r
4
T

r = [r1 rT2 : : : rTNR ]T
r = C m h + n;
h =4 [hT1 : : : hTNR ]T n =4
[nT1 : : : nTNR ]T
C m =4 I NR C 0m
h
n
with

the

denitions

,

,

,

,

, and

. Now, we stack the signal vectors

h [l]c k l + n [k];

(1)

h [] from transmit antenna  to re and the noise process n []. h [] is
truncated to a suitable length L and includes the com-

sponse (CIR)

ceiver antenna

bined eects of transmit lter, multipath fading, receiver input lter, and sampling. As usual, we assume
that the path weights of the wireless channel are comTherefore,

the coecients of the discretetime overall CIR are
(generally correlated) Gaussian RV's. Furthermore, a
block fading channel model is adopted, i.e.,

into a single vector

and obtain

with the discretetime overall channel impulse re-

plex Gaussian random variables (RV's).

antennas

h []

is

assumed to be timeinvariant within one block (and

(3)

where the denitions
, and

erly chosen xed receiver input lters cause only a

n [] is assumed to be spatially white. Since we emn [] is also temporally

ploy xed SRN receiver lters,

) is per-

are independent zeromean complex Gaussian random variables with variance

n2 , respectively, the (op-

timum) maximumlikelihood detector determines the

C^

estimate

for the transmitted matrix

uniquely associated with
sion rule

Cm

C

3.2

(which is

) according to the deci-

C^ = argmin fjjr C mhjj2g:
C

As it is customary, we assume that the transmit
identical, respectively. It can be expected that prop-

have been used.

fectly known at the receiver and the elements of

e.g. due to frequency hopping.
lters and receiver input lters for all branches are

,

Since we assume that the channel (i.e.,

thus, for our analysis) but varies from block to block,

negligible loss in performance [9].

of all receive

(4)

Pairwise Error Probability

) is the probability that C^ = C is
detected if C = C
(C ; C 2 C ,
6= ) is transThe PEP

mitted.

Pe ( ;

From Eq. (4) it is easy to see that PEP is

bound is an

given by

Pe ( ;

) = Prf2<fnH C mj hg > (C mj h)H C mj hg;

C mj =4 C m C m
C
C
Cm
C
h = h + hs

with

tained from
as

from

and

Cm

ratios (SNR's) the union bound becomes tight and

, respectively, in the same way

of MLSE. A disadvantage of Eq. (9) is that the PEP's

, where

h
hs
h

h =4 Efhg

and

for all possible pairs of
may be
denote

, respectively. The covariance matrix of

4
H
by hs hs = Efhs hs g.

By introducing the vector
Eq. (5) can be simplied to

) = Prf(

,

have to be calculated.

Pb by
N
Pb  max
P ;
Nb 2Nb max

pose to approximate

is given

l =4 [(C mj h)T nT ]T

and

In order to decrease the computational load, we pro-

the direct and the specular (Rayleigh) component of

Pe ( ;

Pb

is a very good approximation for the achievable BER

and

Since we assume a Ricean channel model,

h

Pb is not a lower bound for

are ob-

, where

.

written as

bound,

sion. However, for moderate to large signaltonoise

(5)

Cm

upper

the achievable BER for spacetime coded transmis-

with

4 maxfP ( ;
Pmax =
e
( ; )

)g :

6=

;

) < 0g;

(6)

( ; ) =4 lH Fl and

4
I
I
(
N
+
L
1)
N
(
N
+
L
1)
N
R
R
F = I (N +L 1)N 0(N +L 1)N (N +L 1)N :
R
R
R
Since ( ; ) is a quadratic form of Gaussian ran-

with

dom variables, the Laplace transform of its pdf can
be easily calculated to [10]



Nmax
Pe ( ;

denotes the number of pairs

) = Pmax is true.

(10)

(

(11)

;

) for which

Note that, for simplicity, in

Eq. (10) it is assumed that each (matrix) symbol error
causes only one bit error. For an ecient method to
determine those pairs of
without calculating

(

Pe ( ;

;

)

) with Pe (

;

Once the relevant pairs (and their number
available,

Pb

) = Pmax

itself we refer to [8].

Nmax) are

is obtained from Eqs. (10), (11).

De-

spite the simplicity of the proposed approximation,



comparisons with simulation results for MLSE show
exp s lH (F 1 + s ll ) 1l
( ; )(s) = det(I
; (7) its accuracy and relevance.
2(N +L 1)NR + s ll F )
where 
l =4 [(C mj h )T 0T(N +L 1)NR ]T and ll =4 4 Diversity Order and Code

Design
A11T A12 [A11 =4 C j h h (C j )H , A12 =4
s s m
m
A12 A22
simplicity, in this section, we restrict ourselves to
0(N +L 1)NR(N +L 1)NR , A22 =4 n2  I (N +L 1)NR ] are For
Rayleigh fading channels.
the mean and the covariance matrix of vector l, respectively. The PEP can be calculated directly from
4.1
Bound on Diversity Order
( ; )(s) [11]
Since the autocorrelation matrix (ACM) hs hs of hs
Z+j1
is a positive semidenite Hermitian matrix, there is a
d
s
1

(
s)
(8)
Pe ( ; ) =
(
;
)
factorization (eigendecomposition) [12]
2j j1
s
hshs = M M H = GGH ;
(12)
for 0 <
< <fs1g, where s1 denotes that pole
where
M is a unitary matrix and  =
of ( ; ) (s) which has minimum positive real part.
diag
f

;
: : : ; (N +L 1)NNT NR g, 1  2  : : :
1
The integral in Eq. (8) may be evaluated using e

(
N
+
L 1)NNT NR  0, is a diagonal macient numerical methods (cf. [11]).
trix

3.3

Approximation for BER

The exact calculation of BER is quite involved if not
impossible.

Therefore, we may resort to the union

bound which is given by

2 bX
2 b n( ; )
X
1
P b = Nb
 Pe (
2 =1
Nb
N

N

=1
6
=

; );

(9)

n( ;

elements

are

the

=4

eigenvalues

M 1=2,

hshs . G isp given p
by G
1=2 = diagf 1 ; : : : ; (N +L 1)NNT NR g.
h = hs may be expressed as
h = Gh0s;
where

) denotes the number of bit errors if C
is transmitted and C
is detected. Since the union

where

whose

with

h0s

of

with
Now

(13)

is a zeromean complex Gaussian vector

hshs =4 Efh0s (h0s )H g = I (N +L 1)NNT NR .
0

0

For the following, we introduce the singular value
decomposition [12]

C mj G =4 V H W ;

(14)

V and W are (N +L 1)NR(N +L 1)NR and
(N + L 1)NNT NR  (N + L 1)NNT NR unitary
matrices, respectively. For the elements mn , 1 
m  (N + L 1)NR , 1  n  (N + L 1)NNT NR ,
of matrix , mn = 0, m 6= n, and 11  22  : : : 
(N +L 1)NR (N +L 1)NR  0 holds. Taking the above
where

It can be shown that for fading channels as specied above the diversity order for a given pair
is

= NR  rank(S j ) [8].

q

(

;

)

Thus, it is obvious that

we have to maximize the rank of matrix

S

j

in or-

der to maximize the diversity order. The maximum
rank of

S

j

minfN + L 1; LNT g.

is

We propose

considerations into account, Eq. (5) can be rewritten

the following design rule for spacetime blockcoded

as [8]

transmission over fading ISI channels:

Select the code set

C

in such a way

) = Prf2<fn0H h00s g > h h
(15) that matrix S
j has rank minfN + L 1; LNT g for
Nb , 6= .
1

;

2
4
V 0n and h00s = Wh0s . Note that the Note that for L = 1 and uncorrelated fading coeelements of n are independent zeromean Gaussian
cients our design rule is identical to the conventional
2
random variables with variance n , respectively. The
rule for frequencynonselective channels given
00
(N + L 1)NR  (HN + L 1)NR ACM of hs is given design
in [2, 3]. A secondary criterion for the search for code
2
2
by h h
s s =  = diagf11 ; : : : ; qq ; 0; : : : ; 0g, sets C which yield high performance is that the q sini.e., h h may be interpreted as the ACM of q ins s
gular values of S j should be evenly distributed and
dependent Rayleigh fading processes with variances
2 , 1  n  q, respectively. Therefore, q is referred as large as possible for all pairs ( ; ), 6= [3].
nn
For mutually uncorrelated CIR coecients, STBC's
to as the diversity order of the STBC for a given faddesigned according to the given rule achieve a diverH
j
ing ISI channel. q = rank( ) = rank(C m G) can
sity order of q = NR  minfN + L
1; LNT g, i.e., the
00 H 00 g;
s
s

Pe ( ;
0 4
with n =

00

Design rule:

00

00

00

be bounded by [12]

q  minfrank(C mj ); rank(G)g:
(16)
j
It can be shown easily that rank(C m )  (N + L
1)NR and rank(G) = rank(hshs )  LNT NR is valid
[8]. Thus, Eq. (16) can be rewritten as

q  NR  minfN + L

L=1
N = NT is

1; LNT g:

(17)

Obviously, for

we obtain the well known re-

sult that

the best choice and the max-

imum diversity order is
ever, for

L >

1

NT NR

(cf. e.g. [3]).

How-

Eq. (17) indicates that choosing

N > NT may be benecial. If N = NT is adopted
q  (NT + L 1)NR holds, i.e., increasing the number

of transmit antennas has the same eect as a longer
channel impulse response. How the bound in Eq. (17)
can be attained will be explained in the next section.

4.2

upper bound given in Eq. (17) is attained. Note that
for

N

= (NT 1)L + 1, q = LNT NR results and the
and

NR ,

whereas for (fullrate) STBC's designed for at fad-

N = NT holds and q grows linearly only
+ L and NR (q = (NT + L 1)NR).

ing channels
with

4.3

NT

Example: New Code for

NT = 2

In this section, again we assume that all coecients
of all discretetime overall CIR's are mutually uncorrelated.

we assume that
symbols

bk

NT =
L = 2 1.

We give an STBC for

yields maximum diversity order for

N

2

which

For this,

binary phaseshift keying (BPSK)

2 f1; 1g, 1  k  N ,

are mapped

C
L = 2 q = LNT = 4
N =3
C
NR = 1
q = 4 c11 = 0:6 b1 +0:4 b2 +0:35 b3
c12 = 0:25 b2 0:2 b3 c13 = 0:35 b1 + 0:5 b2 + 0:6 b3
c21 = 0:6 b1 0:5 b2 + 0:4 b3 c22 = 0:25 b2 + 0:2 b3
c23 = 0:4 b1 + 0:4 b2 0:6 b3
q=4
to matrix

.

For

achieved if
signed (

,

is chosen and

can be

is properly de-

is assumed). An example for a map-

ping which yields

Design of STBC's

L, NT ,

diversity order grows linearly with

is

,

For the derivation of the proposed design rule for
STBC's for fading ISI channels, we refer to [8]. Due
to space limitations, we only give the nal result here.

,

and

,
,
,

. This code has been

found by a random search among codes with

and

Also, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case

yields high performance. On the other hand, Alam-

where all coecients

outi's code

h [l] of the discretetime over-

all CIR's are mutually independent and have equal
variances

1=L.

The general case, where the coe-

cients are correlated and have dierent variances is
considered in [8].

(N + L 1)  LNT matrix
S j =4 [S1 j S2 j : : : SLj ]

yields a diversity order of

We dene the

with

S j

0
1
0
(

1)

N
T
=4 @ C T C T A :
0(L )NT


C = p12 bb12

q

b2
b1


(20)

= NT + L 1 = 3.

Of

course, the code is not orthogonal [13], however, orthogonality is of no importance for ISI channels.
(18)

In Fig. 1, the approximation for the BER according
to Eq. (10) vs.

10 log10(Eb =(N0NR)) (Eb is the mean

received energy per information bit) is shown for the
(19)

L = 2 with independent CIR taps is specied as
test case for IS136.

1 Note that

= 1) and BPSK with NR = 2
i.e., at Rayleigh fading,
q = NT = 2 is valid for both STBC's and q = NR =
2 holds for BPSK (BPSK with receive diversity and
Alamouti's code yield identical BER's). However, for
L = 2 Alamouti's code achieves q = NT + L 1 =
3, whereas q = N + L 1 = LNT = 4 and q =
LNR = 4 is realized by the new design and BPSK,
respectively, i.e., the slope of the corresponding BER
curves is larger. Similarly, for L = 3, q = NT + L 1 =
4 and q = N + L 1 = 5 is realized by Alamouti's
code and the new design, respectively. Note that a
properly designed STBC with N = 4 could achieve
q = 6 (cf. Eq. (17)), i.e., the same diversity order as
BPSK with NR = 2.
NR

above STBC's (
for dierent

L.

For

L = 1,

for STBC's optimized for the GSM/EDGE system is
beyond the scope of this paper and a topic for future
research. Therefore, for simplicity, STBC's designed
for at fading are used exclusively in the following.
For the numerical results BER is approximated by
Eq. (10) and compared with simulation results for
MLSE [14] wherever possible.
Fig. 2 shows BER vs.

10 log10(Eb =(N0NR))

for

BPSK transmission over a TU channel. BPSK with
receive diversity, Alamouti's code, and the orthogonal STBC for

NT

= 4 given in [13] are considered.

It can be observed that for the TU channel a con-

siderable gap between BPSK with receive diversity
and the corresponding transmit diversity schemes remains, i.e., it can be expected that a signicant gain
can be achieved by STBC's optimized for frequency

BPSK (NT = 1, NR = 2)
Alamouti code (NT = 2, NR = 1)
new code (NT = 2, NR = 1)

−1

10

power delay proles. On the other hand, the search

selective fading channels. Remarkably, the BER ap-

−2

10

proximation proposed in Section 3.3 is well conrmed
by simulation results for MLSE.

−3

10

8PSK transmission over an RA channel is consid-

L=1
−4

10

ered in Fig. 3.

−5

This is not surprising

since the RA channel is practically a at Ricean fading

−6
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Obviously, for the RA prole Alam-

outi's code is near optimum.
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For further numerical results we refer to [8].
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5 Numerical Results for
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a linearized GMSK pulse and a squareroot raised

6 Conclusions

cosine lter with rollo factor 0.3 are used, respec-

In this paper, the performance of spacetime block

tively.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the CIR's

coded transmission over frequencyselective fading

between dierent antenna pairs are mutually inde-

channels has been investigated and a novel design rule

pendent.

for STBC's has been given.

The novel STBC given in Section 4.3 did

A lower bound on the

not yield a signicant performance improvement over

pairwise error probability and an approximation for

STBC's designed for at fading for the investigated

the BER have been derived. It has been shown that
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